
From Just  a  Title  to  Minister  of
Everything:  The  Deputy  Prime
Minister of Canada
Deputy Prime Minister (DPM) Chrystia Freeland is a familiar face at daily press conferences
in her role as chair of the Cabinet Committee on COVID-19.[1] Since her appointment as
DPM in 2019, Freeland has been perceived as wielding a tremendous amount of power,
earning her the nickname “minister of everything.”[2] At present, Freeland is responsible for
a range of files, including finance (in her concurrent role as minister of finance), Canada-US
relations, and the country’s COVID-19 response. This has led some to suggest that the
current DPM is actually “running things in Ottawa.”[3] But just how powerful is the Office of
the DPM, and where does its power come from?

Source of the DPM’s Powers: Unwritten Conventions & the Prime Minister

The  prime  minister  has  broad  powers  that  flow  from  unwritten  constitutional
conventions.[4]  Constitutional  conventions  are  an  important  component  of  Canada’s
Constitution that can be characterized as accepted customs.[5] Although they are not legally
enforceable, constitutional conventions are nonetheless supposed to bind political actors in
order  to  promote  the  stable  operation  of  democratic  governance.[6]  For  example,  the
powers of the prime minister (PM) are enumerated nowhere in the legal texts that make up
the Constitution of Canada.[7] However, by constitutional convention, the PM can create,
merge, and abolish ministry roles and government departments (including the Office of the
DPM),[8] and may unilaterally change the name, scope, and authority of departments at any
time.[9] For example, in 1991, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney created the role of Minister
responsible for Constitutional Affairs.[10] He appointed Joe Clark to the role to manage the
negotiations that produced the Charlottetown Accord, and the role was dissolved shortly
after  the  Accord  was  rejected  in  October  1992.  Likewise,  Justin  Trudeau  created  the
Ministry of Border Security and Organized Crime Reduction to address the illegal border
crossings at Roxham Road in 2018.[11] The department and its powers were later combined
with the Ministry of Public Safety in 2019.

Background History: The Creation of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister of Canada is a relatively recent creation. It was
established in 1977 by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who wished to recognize the service
of one of his longtime cabinet ministers, Allan MacEachen.[12] Trudeau borrowed the title
from the United Kingdom,  where it  was  first  recognized in  1942.[13]  During the WWII
coalition government in the UK, Clement Attlee answered House of Commons questions on
behalf of PM Winston Churchill during the latter's absences. As the designated alternate to
answer questions, Atlee was recognized as “Deputy Prime Minister,” though there were no
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other duties attached to the title.

The Fluctuating Role of the Deputy Prime Minister in Canada

Given their broad powers, the incumbent prime minister’s discretion determines the scope
of the deputy prime minister’s powers.[14] Each PM will have different preferences on this,
and the DPM’s role will accordingly fluctuate from one officeholder to the next.

1) When the Office is Unoccupied: No Deputy Prime Minister

Since unwritten conventions allow the prime minister to create and abolish cabinet positions
based on the needs of the government, the deputy prime minister’s role may not always be
occupied. The PM is not required to appoint a DPM, and may instead choose to retain the
powers that may otherwise have been delegated to a DPM. For example, from 2006-2015,
Stephen Harper did not appoint a DPM.[15] During this period, power that could have been
delegated to a DPM remained centralized in the Prime Minister's Office. As an example of
this, Harper himself chose to chair the cabinet committee formed to respond to the 2008
Financial Crisis. Alternatively, Harper could have appointed a dedicated DPM to play the
type  of  crisis  response  role  that  Chrystia  Freeland  has  played  during  the  COVID-19
pandemic.

Throughout the Harper years, some commentators suggested that Finance Minister Jim
Flaherty and Industry Minister Jim Prentice wielded so much influence and power that
either  or  both  of  them could  be  considered the  unofficial  DPM.[16]  However,  this  is  a
misnomer. While Flaherty and Prentice may have been the second most powerful figures in
the  Harper  government,  that  alone  would  not  automatically  make  them  DPMs,  even
unofficially. In fact, as the following section will make clear, a high level of political power
and influence has rarely been a feature of the DPM’s Office, historically.

 2) When the Office is Occupied: Fluid Role of the Deputy Prime Minister

 When prime ministers have filled the role of deputy prime minister, the powers of the DPM
have varied considerably, within and between governments. In this sense, the office has
ranged from a purely honorary role to one that conveys emphasis on a specific ministry and,
more recently,  a role that can be arguably be viewed as the second most powerful in
Canada’s government.

Symbolism: Honorific Title1.

The assignment of the DPM title to a minister can be done for symbolic purposes with no
powers attached to it. As noted above, when Pierre Trudeau created the office in 1977, he
appointed  longtime  cabinet  minister  Allan  MacEachen  to  the  role.  MacEachen  was
previously in charge of labour, external affairs, immigration, and finance. Trudeau wanted
to recognize his contributions in these important roles over the years, giving him the title of
DPM.[17]  As DPM, MacEachen had no formal duties and responsibilities; instead, all  his
formal powers were exercised through his position as government house leader.[18]



Similarly, Jean Chretien served briefly as DPM in the John Turner government in 1984.[19]

Turner appointed Chretien to the post after defeating him in the Liberal leadership race.
Like MacEachen, Chretien had no formal powers, and wore the DPM label as a purely
symbolic title. Thirteen years later, in 1997, Chretien (then prime minister) appointed the
longest-serving Member of Parliament in the House of Commons, Herb Gray, to the role of
DPM.[20]  Gray,  a  senior  cabinet  minister  with  decades of  experience,  had no specific
responsibilities as DPM.[21] Thus, these examples demonstrate that at its core, the office of
DPM is an empty box: a symbolic title that doesn’t necessarily hold any real significance or
specific powers.

Semi-Symbolism: A Title to Emphasize Concurrent Roles

While deputy prime minister has often been a purely symbolic title, it can also be assigned
to a minister to emphasize the importance of their role in cabinet.[22] By adding the title of
DPM, the PM attempts to convey that the government is prioritizing a particular issue. The
title itself remains symbolic, but the political power of the officeholder increases insofar as
they wield powers stemming from other key cabinet roles.

For example, from 2003-2006 Prime Minister Paul Martin assigned Anne McLellan the title
of DPM, in addition to her existing role as public safety minister.[23] In doing so, Martin
attempted to demonstrate that his  Liberal  government prioritized public safety.  Martin
became PM shortly after 9/11, when the world was grappling with tough questions about
balancing  national  security  and  civil  liberties.[24]  Having  the  public  safety  minister
concurrently serve as DPM implied that the government was focused on keeping Canadians
safe and prioritizing national security.[25]

Anne McLellan's tenure accordingly shows that the DPM role may be used to symbolically
convey additional importance to other high-profile political roles.[26] While having a DPM
serve concurrently as a minister does emphasize government priorities, those priorities
would likely have been on the government's agenda regardless of whether the deputy prime
minister role was filled.[27] In McLellan’s case, the title of DPM remained a largely symbolic
one, where powers are exercised via concurrent cabinet roles and not via her role as DPM.

A Departure from the Past: The Beginning of a Second in Command?

Although deputy prime minister has often been little more than a symbolic title, the prime
minister’s breadth of discretion means that a DPM may exercise broad powers through that
office alone. Is this now the case with Chrystia Freeland?

While Freeland is one of the most prominent cabinet ministers in the Trudeau government,
her status as DPM can still be interpreted simply as a title that adds emphasis to her other
ministerial roles.  Indeed, much of Freeland’s power since 2019 has stemmed from her
concurrent roles in other ministries.[28] When Freeland was moved from foreign affairs to her
current  role  as  DPM,  she  was  also  assigned  the  key  cabinet  post  of  Minister  for
Intergovernmental Affairs. Then, in August 2020, Freeland took over the Ministry of Finance
portfolio,[29]  laying  the  groundwork  for  the  eventual  2021  budget  and  the  COVID-19



economic recovery. While Freeland has wielded tremendous power in these roles, one may
argue that this did not make her a powerful DPM, since she would have addressed the same
critical issues if her DPM title were removed. In this sense, Freeland’s position is arguably
similar  to  McLellan’s:  maintaining  her  title  as  DPM with  her  appointment  as  Finance
Minister may have been intended to show the government’s seriousness about supporting
Canadians through the pandemic and the prioritization of a successful economic recovery.

However, it has also been suggested that Freeland’s role has expanded her powers beyond
those of her other ministerial roles.[30] Alongside her concurrent role as minister of finance,
Freeland  supervises  Canada-US  relations  and  North  American  trade,  negotiates  with
provincial  leaders,  and  continues  to  lead  the  response  to  COVID-19.  She  also  works
collaboratively with all the other ministers in setting the agenda for their departments.[31]

The breadth and diversity of these roles suggests that she is perhaps closer than any of her
DPM predecessors to being Canada’s de facto second in command.[32]

However, while Freeland may function politically as Justin Trudeau’s second in command,
her position is starkly different from that of a legal second in command, such as the Vice
President of the United States. The US Vice Presidency is a constitutionally entrenched role
and is first in the line of presidential succession.[33] Canada’s DPM role is neither. The
DPM exists only at the PM’s discretion, and does not automatically assume the role of PM in
the event of his/her death or incapacitation. In fact, there is no formal order of succession in
Canada. If  the PM is killed or incapacitated, the Governor General appoints whichever
cabinet minister can maintain the confidence of the House of Commons, which may or may
not be the DPM.[34]

In conclusion, Freeland’s current duties and powers suggest that the DPM position can
expand beyond a mere honorary title. However, the role of the DPM is not, constitutionally,
that of the PM’s official second in command, and does not come with fixed, clearly defined
powers. Even in Freeland’s case, the DPM’s powers could be revoked by the Prime Minister
at any moment, and much of her political power today derives from her concurrent role as
minister of finance.

The Road Ahead: The Future of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

Overall, the deputy prime minister’s role is governed by the prime minister’s powers to
create  ministries  and  appoint  ministers,  which  arise  from  unwritten  constitutional
conventions. Since these conventions give the PM broad discretion, the role of the DPM
varies considerably at any given time, ranging from a symbolic title to the PM’s de facto
second in command. It is, in other words, a role that fluctuates as governments and their
priorities change. Unless there is a constitutional amendment on this issue at some point,
the scope and powers of the DPM will most likely continue to fluctuate for the foreseeable
future.
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